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26+ 200+ 500M+
Years of Innovation Telco Virtualization Experts Happy Subscribers

RADCOM

“RADCOM is a disruptor in the service assurance area.” 

“We were seeking an innovative solution to virtualize the probing function 

from a software-centric company.”

“We selected RADCOM because of its functional strengths, especially in 

virtualization, scalability, performance, and efficiency.”

Susan A. Johnson, Senior Vice President, Global Supply Chain, AT&T

“This partnership will also extend to our adoption of new 

technologies such as NFV, IPv6, and Kafka.  These technologies are 

critical to meeting business demands for the faster capacity rollout, 

increasing numbers of data customers and devices, as well as immediate business analytics 

data mining and processing.”

James Lim, Globe Vice President, Network Technology Group, Globe Telecom

RADCOM is the leading expert in cloud-native 

Network Intelligence solutions. Supporting telecom 

operators’ journey to NFV; delivering a future ready 

solution, today. RADCOM's solution allows telecom 

operators to gain end-to-end network visibility and 

customer insights across NFV and hybrid networks 

which is a critical first step in a successful transition  

to NFV. 

Delivering the most advanced network intelligence, 

on-demand probing, network insights and an 

advanced visibility layer.  With seamless integration 

into an operators' cloud environment, RADCOM's 

Network Intelligence is field-proven at leading top-

tier operators and future-proof for the 5G challenges 

of tomorrow, empowering operators with the ability to 

deliver top-quality services to their customers.

Powerful, virtualized network visibility and assurance
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Many of the world’s top-tier telecom operators 
are virtualizing their network or planning to do so 
in the next few years. Virtualization fundamentally 
changes the way networks are controlled, managed 
and built. Decoupling traditional network functions 
from hardware dependencies and moving control 
to fully virtualized software. This cloud-native 
architecture leads to a more dynamic, flexible and 
cost-effective network. 

A critical first step in this transformation is for 
operators to gain complete network visibility across 
the service - from tapping point to network insights. 
Once operators take this first step, they gain an end-
to-end understanding of the customer experience, 
and service quality needed to ensure a smooth 
transition. Making the technology shift transparent 
to customers and ultimately delivering NFV 
transformation success. In addition, operators need 
to ensure that their network intelligence solutions 
are also cloud-native to integrate visibility into these 
new virtualized networks; enable dynamic scaling, 
deliver real-time insights and be cost-efficient.

RADCOM’s Network Intelligence portfolio is fully 
cloud-native and integrates seamlessly into NFV 
networks to provide operators with full network 
visibility from the virtual tapping point to Network 
Insights. RADCOM’s Network Intelligence portfolio 
enables operators to;

• Attain complete end-to-end network visibility across 
virtual and hybrid networks

• Assure business value from day one by decoupling 
solution functionality from hardware dependencies

• Ensure NFV transformation success by delivering 
network visibility from day one

• Cost-efficiently assure end-to-end services with 
probe-based assurance on high capacity networks

• Understand in real-time the network performance 
and customer satisfaction

• Integrate into the network dynamic, on-demand 
end-to-end assurance and visibility under ETSI 

Make the first step in assuring 
NFV transformation success

RADCOMize your NETWORK
compliant NFV Orchestration for closed loop control

• Implement best practices and methodologies for 
integrating cloud-native visibility into an operator’s 
cloud environment

VISUALize your CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE

By attaining full network visibility, operators 
gain real-time insights into network and service 
performance to assure customer experience, 
and to optimize customer touchpoints, as they 
transition their services to a virtual platform. When 
deploying cloud-native assurance as an operators’ 
first virtual network function (VNF), the operator 
can test all other VNFs as they deploy them on 
the network. From day one, operators can validate 
service quality throughout the virtual evolution 
from pre-deployment validation to launch on live 
network deployments using RADCOM’s network and 
customer insights to ensure improved performance 
and compliance with service SLAs.
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MAXIMize value from day one 

RADCOM’s Network Intelligence immediately disrupts 
the sizeable costs of legacy assurance and visibility 
solutions, including the OPEX and CAPEX associated 
with initial setup, network capacity upgrades, 
technology adoption and maintenance payments. 
RADCOM’s solution is software-based and enables 
advanced features such as on-demand deployments, 
auto-healing, and elastic scalability. Operators can 
stop investing in equipment-based solutions right 
away and extend the same cloud-native solution 
architecture into the physical network as well. 

Transitioning to RADCOM’s solutions means significant 
savings from day one and lays down the foundations 
for an automated, and highly scalable solution that is 
5G-ready, today. FUTURize your NETWORK.

By decoupling solution functionality from hardware 
dependencies, RADCOM’s Network Intelligence 
solution provides operators with a risk-free pricing 
model that also reduces CAPEX and OPEX over the 
lifetime of the project. No longer does assurance and 
visibility costs grow year-over-year due to network 
capacity. RADCOM’s solution provides operators 
with predictable, consistent pricing which allows the 
operator to gain cost-efficient and economically sound 
network visibility across the whole network, and to 
be able to scale the solution as the network grows. 
A cloud-native pricing model for a pure cloud-native 
solution.

Leading top-tier operator

“By deploying RADCOM’s risk-free 
solution, we saved $8M in CAPEX 
expenditure while ensuring a great 
customer experience and becoming the 
top provider in the country.”
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RADCOM’s cloud-native Network Intelligence portfolio 
includes: a probe-based service assurance solution, a 
smarter visibility layer with intelligent load balancing, 
and network packet brokering as well as advanced 
network insights capabilities. Network Intelligence 
provides operators a fully cloud-native solution from 
virtual tapping point to network insights. Delivering 
real-time, high performance, and an automated 
solution that provides operators actionable customer 

and network insights for top-tier, high-capacity 
networks.

RADCOM’s Network Intelligence extracts the 
unprocessed network data to provide insights for 
engineering, operations, marketing and customer care 
so that operators can maximize network performance, 
maintain service quality and deliver a high customer 
experience in real-time.

RADCOM’s Network Intelligence Portfolio
From tapping point to network insights

RADCOM VNF Manager

Network Insights

Big Data Analytics
Vertica based with Hadoop Integration 

Real Time Processing

Data Acquisition
Virtual Probe & 3rd Party Data Sources

Visibility
Virtual Tap and Virtual Network Packet Broker

OAM - Operations, Administration  
and Management

Performance Monitoring I Root Cause Analysis I Self BI

Correlation  |   Aggregation | Actions | Application Engines  

vIMS5G vEPC VoLTE VoIP LTE Fixed

Legacy 
Probes

Open 
System

External 
APIs

Network Visibility

Network 
Insights

Service 
Assurance
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RADCOM Network Visibility
RADCOM’s visibility layer enables operators to;

• Manage, scale and load balance the network traffic 
intelligently and efficiently 

• Gain 100% visibility of east-west, inter-VM traffic

• Automate and synchronize visibility and assurance 
onboarding and configuration

• Smartly distribute traffic between the service 
assurance probes without having to duplicate traffic 
and waste network resources  

• Proficiently load balance MME/IMS traffic with 
deciphering support 

• Intelligently analyze and filter traffic with application-
based routing

• Save network and bandwidth resources by filtering 
traffic at the tapping point

• Efficiently manage and deploy with a centralized 
management solution

RADCOM offers operators an integrated cloud-
native visibility solution that ensures intelligent 
traffic distribution, load balancing, and full end-to-

end visibility across virtual networks and provides 
advanced packet broker capabilities, like packet de-
duplication, SSL decryption, and packet slicing. Being 
cloud-native RADCOM visibility has no dedicated 
hardware limitations and so can be dynamically 
deployed and scaled efficiently with an NFV 
distributed approach to high scale packet brokering. 

RADCOM’s visibility layer plays a critical role in 
managing network performance and aggregating live 
data from the network, performing session-aware load 
balancing and filtering before carefully optimizing 
the traffic flow to the RADCOM vProbes. Under a 
unified management solution visibility is deployed 
and configured with a simple drop and drag GUI that 
provides operators with direct interfaces to a suite 
of troubleshooting tools. This approach can deliver 
significant cost savings since operators can analyze 
traffic before they reach the service assurance tools. 
Also, with powerful filtering capabilities, RADCOM 
Network Visibility can identify and manage specific 
data, which in turn significantly saves on network 
resources and filters the amount of data delivered to 
RADCOM Service Assurance.

OPTIMize 
your NETWORK
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RADCOM’s solution enables operators to gain full 
network visibility with a clear and unified view of their 
customers’ experience across multiple services across 
LTE, Advanced-LTE, 5G, IMS, Fixed Wireless, SDN/
NFV and other network domains on a single unified 
platform. RADCOM Service Assurance takes the raw 
network data and converts it into rich, actionable 
intelligence that enables high end-to-end service 
quality, enhances network operations and delivers a 
superior customer experience. The solution provides 
tailor-made insights to multiple departments across 
the operator’s organization; management, network 
operations, customer care and marketing. Full network 
visibility helps operators drive network and operational 
efficiency while also reducing churn. With RADCOM 
Service Assurance operators can attain;

• A 360° view of the customer’s quality of experience 
across all network domains

• Ensure quality of service and quality of experience 
for voice, data, VoLTE, SMS, fixed mobile and 
broadband services

• Proactively troubleshooting and predictively analysis 
insights to reduce churn

• Improve VIP customer experience to protect 
revenue streams

RADCOM Service Assurance slots into an NFV network 
as a Virtual Network Function (VNF) with multiple VNF 
Components (VNFC). Each system component is a 
virtual machine and built to work seamlessly in the 
cloud; integrated into standard ETSI-compliant NFV 
Management and Orchestration (MANO) and monitors 
both North-South and East-West traffic. Working with 
OpenStack and VMware, the assurance solution can 
be deployed and configured at the click of a mouse.

If operators already have an OpenStack cloud 
environment, RADCOM can integrate into the existing 
infrastructure. For operators who don’t, RADCOM has 
partnered with Red Hat to provide a turnkey cloud 
environment that lets operators rapidly achieve 
network visibility for their NFV transformation. 
RADCOM’s solution runs as a virtual network function 
on top of Red Hat’s Enterprise Linux OpenStack® 
platform delivering the power and cost-efficiency of a 
cloud-native solution without the hassle of first having 
to create the cloud environment.

Once established in an operator’s network service 
assurance as a VNF is a game-changer. It provides 
operators next-generation assurance that blends 
seamlessly into the NFV environment and is ready for 
the challenges of an agile, on-demand network and 
lays down the foundation for an automated, closed-
loop environment in which data captured and analyzed 
by the assurance solution is continuously used by the 
network to optimize itself.

RADCOM Service Assurance
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RADCOM Service Assurance: powered by automated, 
on-demand vProbes

Cloud-native probe-based assurance is the only 
choice for operators to achieve full network visibility 
across the hybrid network and ensure customers 
continually receive high service quality. Virtualized 
probes provide operators with an end-to-end view 
across different network tiers (edge, core, IP, etc.), 
cross-domains (physical and virtual) and are essential 
for assuring the customer experience in today’s highly 
competitive market. 

Virtual probes act as the eyes of the network. Watching 
all the traffic that flows through the network and 
correlating the data into individual customer sessions 
to understand the service quality experienced in each 
call and data session (VoLTE call, web browsing, video 
streaming, etc.). This level of granular detail allows the 
operator to visualize the end-to-end network services 
and understand the customer experience from both 
a network-wide to per-subscriber perspective. With 
cloud-native probes deployed, operators have an 
independent auditor in place that will paint a vendor 
agnostic picture of the end-to-end service quality, 
which is challenging if relying just on network element 
counters that relies on the network equipment to 
monitor itself and the data output varies from vendor 
to vendor.

RADCOM Service Assurance solution splits the system 
into two main elements; the back-end for the heavy 
lifting (data processing and big data analytics layer) 
and the front-end (data acquisition layer – the probes) 
to be dynamic and agile. This design is opposed to 
legacy assurance that throws a lot of hardware at the 
probe layer but prevents that probe layer being agile 
and dynamic. Having a lightweight front-end allows 
the solution to deliver almost unlimited scalability, 
which will be required as operators integrate service 
assurance into their cloud platforms.

Operators no longer need to limit their probe-based 
assurance deployments because of cost concerns. 
RADCOM Service Assurance is cost-efficient and 
dynamic so operators can freely deploy assurance 
across their entire end-to-end services. On-demand 
probing lets operators launch and monitor services 
on the fly, so when implementing new services or 
network elements quality and performance is assured 
immediately with the click of a mouse.     

RADCOM Service Assurance probes can receive and 
process packets from multiple sources/methods 
including virtual port mirroring, vTAP, physical port 
mirroring and directly from VNFs and TAPs over GRE 
Tunnels. These probes utilize technologies such as 
DPDK, SR-IOV, and MPP to achieve high software 
performance and efficiency. Also, RADCOM’s solution 
backend can receive and process XDR/EDR feeds 
from 3rd party legacy probes and network elements 
using real-time processing modules that convert the 
data to standard formats.
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RADCOM Network 
Insights
Through its wholly cloud-native offering, RADCOM 
Network Intelligence delivers a real-time, high 
performance, and automated solution that provides 
operators actionable customer and network insights 
for top-tier, high-capacity networks. By utilizing its 
microservices architecture, the system efficiently 
extracts, filters, and load balances the raw data from 
the network in real-time and turns it into business 
insights that ensure the operator continually delivers 
high-quality services to their customers.

RADCOM Network Insight provides real-time data 
visualizations and big data capabilities for customer, 
service, network and device insights for NOC/SOC, 
engineering, operations, marketing, customer care, and 
management. With no need for DBI expertise users 
can quickly view in real-time, the end-to-end network 
performance, rapidly troubleshoot issues and assess 
the real-life customer experience. 

Built from the ground up to answer the needs of top-
tier operators for on-demand, network and customer 
insights. RADCOM Network Insights provides dynamic 
data visualizations for today’s agile networks, allowing 
multiple departments to interact with real-time data, 
run ad-hoc analysis, create smart, personalized data 
visualizations, create on the fly smart alarming with 
notifications, as well as share and efficiently collaborate 
with colleagues. 

RADCOM offers an extensive library of off-the-shelf 
use cases based on our work with operators. For 
example;

5G Assurance on the Edge

RADCOM provides network insights for mobile edge 
computing with dynamic micro-probes, assures quality 
across network slices, and monitors hosted enterprise 
services.

IoT Service Assurance

Gain end-to-end visibility of the IoT devices running 
on the network, monitor the impact on the network, 
understand usage behavior, proactively resolve issues, 
and cost-effectively ensure your enterprise customers’ 
SLAs.

Customer Care

Provides customer care representatives, the ability to 
engage with customers efficiently and professionally, 
with a clear and concise overview of omnichannel 
subscriber experience. Resolve issues promptly, with 
less need to escalate to engineering.

Proactive Care for VIP Groups

Proactive Care for VIP groups keeps a constant vigil 
on VIP quality of experience and sends alerts for any 
drop-in service quality, helping to identify any issues 
before they affect VIPs.

NOC Dashboard

Providing NOC/SOC operators with dynamic service 
dashboards for monitoring each end-to-end service, 
and understanding the real-life experience perceived 
by customers. 

Unique Subscriber Analytics

Providing customer-focused teams a 360° view of the 
customer’s quality of experience across all network 
domains. Operators can then build brand loyalty 
through innovative, compelling, personalized services 
based on deep customer insights. 

OTT Application Analytics

By understanding, OTT app and content usage 
operators can retain customers, increase data usage, 
and generate new revenues. 

Roaming Analysis

By gathering and analyzing roaming subscribers’ traffic, 
location and movements in real-time roaming data 
can be leveraged to improve and increase roaming 
revenue and to assure that the quality of experience 
for both inbound and outbound roamers is high.
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Telco Virtualization 
EXPERTISE
RADCOM has years of telco virtualization experience.
As the first service assurance provider to transition 
from proprietary hardware to a fully virtualized 
solution, RADCOM has been hardening and maturing 
its carrier-grade solution on large scale operator 
networks according to industry best practices and 
evolving NFV standards.   

Tier 1 references

Partnerships & Ecosystems

Having been chosen by AT&T to virtualize their network 
probing functions to the cloud (as part of their Domain 
2.0 project), RADCOM continues to develop and evolve 
the Network Intelligence solution, integrating service 
assurance and network visibility functions into ETSI 
compliant NFV MANO initiatives. Including ECOMP, 
ONAP, Open Source MANO, and others.

RADCOM’s cloud-native solution has since been 
selected by additional top-tier operators to assure 
their NFV transformations. RADCOM helps customers 
migrate their legacy assurance solutions to the cloud. 
Proven best practices, and rapid, agile development 
cycles ensure that our Network Intelligence portfolio 
keeps ahead of the competitors and delivers real value 
to customers while staying up to date with the latest 
virtualization standards.
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